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Context: Software testing is an expensive and time-consuming process. Software engineering teams are often

forced to terminate their testing efforts due to budgetary and time constraints, which inevitably lead to long

term issues with quality and customer satisfaction. Test case prioritization (TCP) has shown to improve test

effectiveness.

Objective: The results of our prior work on requirements-based test prioritization showed improved rate of

fault detection on industrial projects; the customer priority (CP) and the fault proneness (FP) were the biggest

contributing factors to test effectiveness. The objective of this paper is to further investigate these two factors

and apply prioritization based on these factors in a different domain: an enterprise level cloud application.

We aim to provide an effective prioritization scheme that practitioners can implement with minimum ef-

fort. The other objective is to compare the results and the benefits of these two factors with two risk-based

prioritization approaches that extract risks from the system requirements categories.

Method: Our approach involved analyzing and assigning values to each requirement based on two important

factors, CP and FP, so that the test cases for high-value requirements are prioritized earlier for execution. We

also proposed two requirements-based TCP approaches that use risk information of the system.

Results: Our results indicate that the use of CP and FP can improve the effectiveness of TCP. The results also

show that the risk-based prioritization can be effective in improving the TCP.

Conclusion: We performed an experiment on an enterprise cloud application to measure the fault detection

rate of different test suites that are prioritized based on CP, FP, and risks. The results depict that all approaches

outperform the random prioritization approach, which is prevalent in the industry. Furthermore, the pro-

posed approaches can easily be used in the industry to address the schedule and budget constraints at the

testing phase.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Software testing can often be a tedious and expensive process

1,2], and can often add up to 50% of the total software cost [3,4]. With

imited time and resources, companies are often unable to complete

heir testing efforts, resulting in software that might not meet cus-

omer needs. In order to facilitate effective testing, the concept of test

ase prioritization (TCP) is often applied to the suite of test cases such

hat the test cases are run in an order that improves the rate of fault

etection [5–7]. By improving the rate of fault detection, the testing
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eams can mitigate many of the testing issues by reducing the time

nd cost associated with testing.

To date, the research conducted in TCP has primarily focused on

mproving regression testing efforts using white box, code level and

overage-based approaches [5,6,8]. Regression testing allows soft-

are engineers to test changes made to the system to ensure the code

hanges made do not introduce new faults in the software system

9]. Regression testing is a necessary and important maintenance ac-

ivity for improving software quality, but it can require a substantial

mount of time and effort as software systems and numbers of test

ases grow. While TCP techniques help address this problem by iden-

ifying important test cases to run earlier, the majority of them use

ode coverage information [10], which can be expensive for practi-

ioners to apply [11]. Further, a software system is built upon its re-

uirements, so utilizing requirements information could potentially
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help identify more important or more error-prone test cases than just

using source code information.

To address this problem, in our prior work, we introduced a

prioritization of requirements for test (PORT) 1.0 scheme where we

showed the efficacy of TCP at the system level by considering four

factors for each requirement [13]. Test cases were prioritized based

on the priority of the requirement that was derived by assessing the

four factors, customer priority (CP), implementation complexity (IC),

fault proneness (FP), and requirements volatility (RV) [13] for each

requirement. Test cases that map to requirements with higher prior-

ity were ordered earlier for execution. We demonstrated the efficacy

of PORT 1.0 technique on four large industrial projects to show the

improved rate of fault detection, and thus test effectiveness [12,14].

From our prior study, with extensive sensitivity analysis, we learned

that CP was the biggest contributor to improving the rate of fault de-

tection [14]. These findings can be useful for the practitioners when

they have limited time and resources to execute the entire tests dur-

ing regression testing, but these studies were applied to the projects

under the same application domain, so whether these results gener-

alize to other application domains is an open question. Further, PORT

1.0 was applied mostly to software applications supporting hardware

that usually have a longer release cycle (products having yearly re-

leases). These software applications usually follow software process

similar to waterfall model and tend to have a longer release cycle.

While PORT 1.0 was validated in industrial projects on a hardware-

centric domain, PORT 2.0 is validated on an enterprise cloud appli-

cation for analytics that has customers around the globe for several

years.

Our goal in this paper is to present PORT 2.0 where we apply only

a set of factors toward prioritization. In our prior study, we found CP

and FP as most significant factors; thus we share the results of PORT

2.0, which uses only these two factors for prioritization of tests. Addi-

tionally we validate the approach on software as a service application

that follows a very iterative software process where release cycles are

as frequent as monthly. In addition to utilizing these two factors, we

also investigate whether the use of risk information extracted from

the system can improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization. In

this paper, we show the application of these prioritization techniques

on an enterprise-level software system as a service (SaaS) application.

The software application, which has several million lines of code, is

an enterprise level marketing analysis system that has thousands of

customers around the globe. The product team for this application is

spread across five geographical locations with thousands of use cases

being used by customers every day.

The contributions of this paper include development and valida-

tion of two requirements-based prioritization approaches and the

validation on an enterprise-level cloud application. Our results indi-

cate that the use of CP and FP can improve the effectiveness of test

case prioritization. The results also show that the risk-based prioriti-

zation can be effective in improving the test case prioritization. Fur-

ther, we found that there are some cost-benefit tradeoffs among these

approaches, thus we believe that the findings from this study can help

practitioners to select an appropriate technique under their specific

testing environments and circumstances.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2

describes the research motivation and two different requirements-

based test prioritization approaches. Sections 3 and 4 present our ex-

periment including research questions, experiment setup, and anal-

ysis. Section 5 discusses the results of our study, and Section 6

describes background information and the related work. Finally,

Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Research motivation and approach

In this section, we discuss our research motivation and then de-

scribe two proposed requirements-based approaches: PORT 2.0 that
pplies two factors CP and FP, toward prioritizing test cases, and a

isk-based prioritization technique that prioritizes based on risks as-

ociated with requirements categories. To facilitate these approaches,

e had developed a tool called requirements based testing (Re-

aTe) and we provide an overview of ReBaTe tool architecture in

ection 2.3.2.

.1. Research motivation

Although SaaS has gained acceptance in the past years, it presents

he community with a new set of software engineering challenges.

ecause SaaS is delivered to the customer on cloud, there is one ver-

ion hosted online for all customers. Thus, to remain competitive, the

endors have to make frequent software updates as often as every

wo weeks, and maintain high software quality and reliability stan-

ards. While SaaS has benefits for customers, quality management

as been a major challenge for providers. The system has to be avail-

ble and functional 24 hours seven days a week. Because all cus-

omers are using one version of software, the impact of faults in the

ystem is amplified and there is a need to minimize escape of faults to

he field. Finally, frequent updates and software releases provide very

ittle time to testing teams to effectively complete testing efforts, and

o there is a need to have effective regression testing techniques. The

est case prioritization techniques add much more value to the ap-

lications on cloud because of the timeliness involved in releasing

pdates and the need to ensure quality because of the broader im-

act of a single failure to the entire customer base. These issues make

he regression testing efforts very difficult and there is a dire need for

est case prioritization techniques.

In our prior validation of PORT 1.0 on industrial applications [12],

e observed that CP was the highest contributing factor toward im-

roved test effectiveness. Based on our prior research we found that

hese factors contributed toward quality and therefore were selected

n PORT 1.0 [13,14]. Our motivation toward selecting these require-

ents engineering factors is discussed in detail in [13,14]. In this pa-

er, we extend our prior study to PORT 2.0 that applies prioritization

nly on two factors – CP and FP, both are critical in understanding

ustomer usage of the applications. It is imperative to present an ap-

roach that practitioners can find easy to use and apply with mini-

al effort, and also achieve testing effectiveness. In addition to these

wo factors, risk information associated with requirements could pro-

ide a means to identify important test cases that can reveal highly

isky defects. By identifying and fixing such defects earlier, we can

urther speed up the regression testing process and release more re-

iable products. With these motivations, in this work, we investigate

hether these factors can indeed improve the effectiveness of test

ase prioritization. We believe that our research outcomes can help

ractitioners apply this technique without requiring advanced math-

matics or statistics, and with minimal effort of collecting and ana-

yzing these factors in the test planning phase.

.2. Prioritization strategies

In this work, we consider three PORT-based prioritization ap-

roaches and two risk-based approaches. The following subsections

escribe them in detail.

.2.1. PORT-based prioritization

Our prior contribution to the test case prioritization problem was

he development of PORT 1.0 [12,13,14]. Evaluation of PORT 1.0 en-

bled the software engineering team to assign values to four criti-

al factors: customer priority (CP), fault proneness (FP), requirements

olatility (RV), and implementation complexity (IC). The selection of

he PORT factors was based on prior research and a more thorough

iscussion of the factors and their justifications can be found in our

revious work [12,14]. In our prior work, we validated PORT 1.0 on
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our industrial projects and results are discussed [12]. The results

howed the effectiveness of PORT 1.0 over several randomly priori-

ized suites for all the industrial projects. We also showed that the

esults of sensitivity analysis on the prioritization factors; CP was the

iggest contributor to the improved rate of fault detection [14]. In

his paper, we extend the research by further investigating CP toward

est effectiveness and how it compares with FP as both these factors

emonstrate customer usage of the system. We briefly define these

actors below; but additional descriptions and validation results are

ummarized in our previous work [12,14].

• Customer priority (CP): Provides a measure of how important a

particular requirement is to the customer. According to Moisiadis,

approximately 45% of the software functions are never used, 19%

are rarely used, and only 36% of the software functions are always

used [22]. A focus on customer requirements for development has

been shown to improve customer-perceived value and satisfac-

tion [23–25]. Customer priority is a value that is provided for each

requirement by the customer facing team.

• Fault proneness (FP): Provides a measure of how faulty legacy re-

quirements were in a prior release. Fault proneness uses both field

failures and testing failures. Ostrand et al. have shown that test

efficiency can be improved by focusing on the functionalities that

are likely to contain higher number of faults [27].

In order to apply PORT scheme, the test managers need to collect

hese factor values during the test-planning phase. FP exists if the

oftware application has had a prior release. CP values are collected

ia customer facing product management teams. Based on our ob-

ervation, while applying PORT 1.0, most companies developing in-

ustrial applications that are sold for enterprise customers are re-

uired to collect customer-centric data to meet quality standards, and

o have continuous quality feedback.

In this work, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-

roach that uses two important factors, namely CP, FP, or a com-

ination of CP and FP; these two factors were identified to be two

ignificant contributing factors toward test effectiveness in our pre-

ious studies. The empirical evaluation has been conducted on an

nterprise-level SaaS application, which investigates whether practi-

ioners can improve test efforts by applying fewer factors to prioritize

est cases.

.2.2. Risk-based prioritization

Risk-based approaches used in software testing typically focus on

isks associated with software requirements [20,21]. Amland [26,31]

efined risk exposure as a product of probability of fault occurrence

nd the cost if the fault occurs in the production. In this paper, we

onsidered the risks reside in requirements categories and prioritize

equirements categories based on the risk levels of each category. Risk

xposure indicates the risk level of requirements categories of our

pplication. The following paragraphs explain how we estimate the

isks of each category by means of risk likelihood and risk impact.

Amland’s risk model [26,31] is used to estimate the risk of require-

ents categories of the application and then prioritized the test cases

ased on the association between requirements categories and test

ases. Risk exposure (RE) of each requirements category is calculated

y multiplying the risk likelihood (RL) of a requirements category and

he risk impact (RI) of the requirements category as shown in Eq. (1).

Ei = RLi ∗ RIi (1)

here REi is the risk exposure of requirements category i and RLi is

he risk likelihood of the category i, and RIi is the risk impact of the

ategory i.

In order to estimate the risk likelihood of requirements categories,

e used the number of test cases of requirements categories because
he number of test cases of a requirement category reflects the func-

ional complexity and the number of functionalities of that require-

ent category. Thus, the presence of higher number of functionali-

ies or more complex functions in a requirement category increases

he risk of failures in the requirement category. The risk likelihood of

requirements category is calculated by dividing the number of test

ases in the requirements category by the total number of test cases

f the system as shown in Eq. (2).

L(Cat)i = Ti/TTi (2)

here RL(Cat)i is the risk likelihood of requirements category i and

i and TTi are the number of test cases of the requirement category

and the total number of test cases of the system, respectively. For

xample, if the total number of test cases of the system is 100 and the

equirement category A has 10 test cases, the risk likelihood of the

equirements category A is 0.10 (10/100).

In order to estimate risk impact values for each requirement cat-

gory, two approaches were considered. First, we considered the

usiness-criticality of requirements categories because unsuccessful

ompletion of critical requirements may lead to huge financial losses.

he business-criticality values were derived from the customer prior-

ty values of the requirements categories; these customer priority val-

es are proportional to the business-criticality. We called the risk im-

act of this approach as business-criticality based risk impact (RIBC).

he customer priority of a requirements category indicates how im-

ortant the requirement is to the end user, and the successful com-

letion of high priority requirements can boost business opportuni-

ies. The business-criticality values range from 1 to 5. For example, if

he customer priority of requirements category A is 5, then the RIBC

f requirements category A also becomes 5. Based on the observa-

ion of the customer facing team, the requirements categories with

igher customer priorities tend to be associated with important func-

ionalities that are essential to meet the forecasted sales because lack

f successful completion of these requirements might result into un-

ubscription of a service by customers.

As the second approach, we employed a fault proneness (FP) based

pproach where risk impact is associated with the field failures frac-

ion that is calculated by dividing the number of field failures of a

articular requirements category by the total number of field failures

f the system. In this approach, the risk impact of a requirements cat-

gory is calculated using Eq. (3).

IFP(Cat)i = FFi/TFFi (3)

here RIFP(Cat)i is the fault proneness based risk impact of require-

ents category i and FFi and TFFi are the number of field failures of

he requirement category i and the total number of field failures of the

ystem, respectively. For instance, assuming requirements category A

as 30 field failures and the system has a total of 150 field failures,

he fault proneness based risk impact of requirements category A is

alculated using Eq. (3) as follows.

IFP(Cat)A = 30/150 = 0.2

After calculating RL and RI values, the risk exposure values for

oth business-criticality and the fault proneness based approaches

re calculated using Eq. (1). When calculating the risk exposure of a

equirements category, both approaches use the same risk likelihood

alue that is calculated by using Eq. (2). From our example, risk ex-

osure values for requirements category A are calculated as follows.

oth approaches use the same risk likelihood value (0.10) with differ-

nt risk impact values.

EBC(Cat)A = 0.10 × 5 = 0.50

EFP(Cat)A = 0.10 × 0.2 = 0.02

Finally, these risk exposure values of requirements categories are

sed to prioritize requirements categories. One risk-based prioritiza-

ion technique is based on the RE values while the other risk-based
BC
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Fig. 1. The model-view-controller architecture.
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prioritization technique is based on the REFP values. Thus, two dis-

tinct sets of prioritized requirements categories are obtained by pri-

oritizing the requirements categories using REBC and REFP values sep-

arately. After prioritizing the requirements categories, the test cases

correspond to the requirements categories are prioritized to obtain

the prioritized test suites. For example, if requirements category C

obtains the highest REBC value under the business-criticality based

prioritization technique, then the test cases associated with the re-

quirements category C obtain the highest priority in the prioritized

test suite. Hence, all test case groups are prioritized according to the

priorities of the requirements categories.

2.3. ReBaTe implementation

2.3.1. Overview of ReBaTe

The purpose of the tool, Requirement Based Testing (ReBaTe), is to

implement the PORT based prioritization scheme for practitioners to

apply on a software project. The tool provides end-to-end traceability

among requirements, test cases, and defects. ReBaTe provides a cen-

tralized repository of software artifacts and supplies a user-interface

for managers, developers, and quality engineers to access this repos-

itory throughout the software development cycle. The simplicity of

the PORT framework entails that ReBaTe can be developed on any

platform using either a software package (such as Java, Perl, C, etc.) or

a spreadsheet application (such as Microsoft Excel) or a database ap-

plication (such as Microsoft Access). In order to maintain the platform

independence we utilize the Microsoft Access framework to develop

the tables, forms and queries that will be used to generate the pri-

oritized test cases. Moreover, ReBaTe implementation can easily be

extended to support risk-based prioritization. The centralized repos-

itory of ReBaTe provides necessary inputs for the risk-based prioriti-

zation. The ReBaTe tool provides a basic framework that is applicable

to most companies, but allows the user to personalize based on a spe-

cific project needs.

2.3.2. Architectural overview

ReBaTe adheres to a model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern,

which allows an application to be broken into three parts – the model,

the view and the controller as illustrated in Fig. 1. The controller han-

dles user inputs from the chosen input device and maps these events

into commands that are sent to the model and view as necessary.

The model manages the internal state and responds to queries about

its state and reacts to instructions by changing its state. Finally, the

view attaches itself to the model and is responsible for presenting

the model to the user.
.3.3. Development technologies

The core of ReBaTe implementation involves four PORT factors de-

cribed in [12] and a calculation of the PFV, WP, and TSFD scores,

hich are utilized to prioritize test cases. Our priori work on PORT

.0 discusses [12] in great detail on how the PFV, WP, and TSFD are

omputed. The computation of these values is similar for both PORT

.0 and 2.0. We provide a brief overview of the three below:

.3.3. Development technologies

The core of ReBaTe implementation involves four PORT factors de-

cribed in [12] and a calculation of the PFV, WP, and TSFD scores,

hich are utilized to prioritize test cases. Our priori work on PORT

.0 discusses [12] in great detail on how the PFV, WP, and TSFD are

omputed. The computation of these values is similar for both PORT

.0 and 2.0. We provide a brief overview of the three below:

Prioritization factor value (PFV): The PFV is used to determine

he order of the test cases. In order to compute the PFV score we uti-

ize the four factor weights for RV, CP, IC, and FP along with their as-

ociated factor weights [13,14]. The factor weights can be computed

hrough several methods. For example, one way to assign weight is

o compute the mean of factor values for all the requirements and to

istribute weights for four factors based on the mean of factor values

or the requirements, such that the factor that has the highest mean

alue also has the higher weight and the weights of all factors sum

p to one. A detailed analysis of the impact of factor weights and how

hey can be assigned is discussed in [13,14]. We calculate PFV using

q. (4):

FVi =
4∑

j=1

(FactorValuei j ∗ FactorWeight j) (4)

here PFVi represents the prioritized value for requirement i, and

actorValueij represents the value for one of the four factors for the

equirement i.

Weighted priority (WP): By using the PFV score we can compute

he WP based on the following assumptions. Let us assume that the

roject has n requirements, and a test case j can cover i requirements.

et Xj represent the set of requirements that is covered by j. Then WPj

an be computed by using Eq. (5):

P j =
∑i

X∈Xj
PFVx

∑n
y=1 PFVy

(5)

here WPj indicates the priority of running the test case, test cases

re run with highest priority first. If a one-to-one relationship exists

etween test cases and requirements, the values for PFV and WP will

e the same.

Total severity of failures detected (TSFD): The FP scores are com-

uted using the severity values of each failure. We used an exponen-

ial of 2 to assign severity values; but based on different teams and

roducts, a different approach to assigning severity can be applied.

dditional details on these computations are also provided in [14].

n this paper, for validation purposes, we used APFD (discussed in

ection 3.2.2) to measure the effectiveness.

The severity values are assigned scores as follows:

• Severity 1 (SV1): 16

• Severity 2 (SV2): 8

• Severity 3 (SV3): 4

• Severity 4 (SV4): 2

Thus, for a given project the development team will have a list

f failures and their associated severity. To compute the TSFD for a

roject with t failures we utilize Eq. (6):

SFD =
t∑

l=1

SVl (6)
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Fig. 2. Primary relations.
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a Fig. 3. Products entry form.
In this study we validate our prioritization approaches using APFD

hat is discussed in Section 3.2.2. In the ReBaTe tool there were eight

ore database tables used in the ReBaTe tool. Each table in the ReBaTe

ool can be modified to include additional information as needed.

he tables represent the basic information needed in order to suc-

essfully run the tool. The essential relations of the database that are

anaged through the ReBaTe application are products, requirements,

est cases, and defects. All the following share one-to-many relation-

hip: the products and requirements relations, the requirements and

est cases relations, the test cases and defects relations, the employees

nd test cases, and the employees and defects relations.

We talk briefly about the overall architecture for ReBaTe below.

A. Database design

The database design for ReBaTe can be achieved with any database

application. Any backend application can be applied.

B. Primary relations

The essential database relations managed for ReBaTe applica-

tion include products, requirements, test cases, and defects. All

three relations (products and requirements, requirements and

test cases, and test cases and defects) share a one-to-many re-

lationship. Additionally, for a multi-user environment an Em-

ployees application can also be created. Employees and test

cases share a one-to-many relationship as does employees and

defects.

Fig. 2 illustrates the primary relations found in the tool. In this ex-

ample, we utilize a simple Microsoft Access database to build

the framework. The figure is a truncated view and does not in-

clude all available fields.

C. UI support

To provide consistent usability experience, individual forms are

provided to store values for products and employees. These val-

ues stored in these forms are used in the products, require-

ments, test cases, and defects table based on the relationships

shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 illustrates the products entry form below.

We provide selection-lists and combo-boxes in required places for

data collection minimize the number of errors in data entry.
Users are presented with easy to use drop-down combo-boxes

pre-populated with relevant employee names and descrip-

tions to facilitate this mapping between test cases and testers.

Any administrator can take the source code and tailor to the

variables that their organization applies and does not need to

modify source code much.

D. Operational profile

ReBaTe allows users to capture operational profile data, to support

software reliability assessment. The ReBaTe UI records each

user operation, such as the addition of a defect or the update

of a requirement, during the course of regular operation. This

information is stored and aggregated to provide usage trends

over time. Operational profiles are used to direct development

and testing efforts as part of a value-driven approach to soft-

ware development [6,7]. The operational usage data can be ex-

ported by creating simple queries.

E. Access control

Based on the user’s assigned role, specific actions in the UI will be

enabled, while others are disabled. Each user can have one or

more of the four roles: manager, tester, developer, and admin-

istrator. The roles allow user to access specific system opera-

tions. For example, a manager may add or edit requirements,

edit test cases, defects, etc.; however testers may add or edit

test cases that could be limited to projects. Because ReBaTe’s

access control model is defined in the underlying database, the
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roles and the respective privileges can be modified by simply

editing the tuples to meet the project’s needs.

F. Usage

The UI uses a query driven explorer to allow users to browse for

the database contents. Database tables can be updated with

built in forms. Since the system is platform independent, the

users have the ability to add additional tables, queries, forms,

etc. as the need arises. The ReBaTe tool provides a basic frame-

work that is applicable to most companies, but allows users to

customize easily as needed.

2.3.4. ReBaTe problems and limitations

The ReBaTe tool that is developed in Microsoft Access has a se-

lected set of problems and limitations:

(1) File size limit: Microsoft Access has a 2GB file size limit, as a

result large organizations with a large number of projects, re-

quirements, test cases, defects, etc. may need to utilize a differ-

ent framework.

(2) Software requirements: The tool was developed with the un-

derstanding that most organizations will have Microsoft Office

2003 or higher.

3. Empirical study

In this section, we discuss our controlled experiment setup for

two requirements-based test prioritization approaches: PORT-based

and risk-based prioritization approaches, considering the following

research questions:

[RQ 1] Can we improve the rate of fault detection by ordering test

cases based on CP?

[RQ 2] Can we improve the rate of fault detection by ordering test

cases based on FP?

[RQ 3] Is there a correlation between the two factors CP and FP?

Can the project teams employ only one of the factors and ob-

tain test effectiveness?

[RQ 4] Is a risk-based approach better to improving rate of fault

detection and how does it compare with PORT 2.0?

3.1. System under test

We applied our scheme to an enterprise level IBM analytics appli-

cation. The application is cloud-based and deployed as a service for

thousands of enterprise customers around the world. The application

needs to be reliable and functional 24/7 and has to be validated in all

environments including mobile. The application provides intelligent

analytics to marketers and retailers and allows them to improve their

marketing needs. This solution, with over a million lines of code, is

currently being used by thousands of organizations across the world.

Since the application is hosted as a service the teams have to make

system updates frequently (at least once a month) to remain compet-

itive. The software team is distributed around the world that further

adds to the challenges.

From a software engineering research perspective, such a vast

suite of products and customers means a large repository of real

world software usage and failure data. The dataset used in this study

consists of 15 broadly defined requirements categories with over

1700 test cases. The suite of test cases uncovers over 100 failures, and

over hundred problems reported by customers have been analyzed to

compute FP.

3.2. Variables

In this section, we describe independent and dependent variables.
.2.1. Independent variable

Given our research questions, this study manipulated one inde-

endent variable: test case prioritization technique. We consider one

ontrol and five heuristic techniques (three PORT-based and two risk-

ased) as follows:

• Control

◦ Random (Tran): The random order serves as our experimental

control technique (we randomly order the test cases). Based

on the experience of the first author as a consultant and work-

ing in the industry for over 10 years, it has been observed that

random approach is prevalent in the industry.

• Heuristics

- PORT-based

◦ FP-based prioritization (Tp-fp): This technique uses fault

proneness (FP) for prioritization.

◦ CP-based prioritization (Tp-cp): This technique uses cus-

tomer priority (CP) for prioritization.

◦ FP + CP-based prioritization (Tp-fp-cp): This technique

uses both fault proneness (FP) and customer priority (CP)

for prioritization. Details on these factors are provided in

Section 2.2.1

- Risk-based

◦ Business-criticality based, risk-based prioritization (Tr-bc):

This technique uses risk information for prioritization

while using customer priority data to estimate the risk im-

pact.

◦ Fault proneness based, risk-based prioritization (Tr-fp):

This technique uses risk information for prioritization

while using field failures data to estimate the risk impact.

.2.2. Dependent variable

Our dependent variable is average percentage of fault detection

APFD). APFD [5,6,15] shows how rapidly a prioritized test suite de-

ects faults during the execution of the test suite. The APFD values

ange from 0 to 100 and are monitored during test suite execution and

epresent the area under the curve by plotting percentage of faults

etected on the y-axis of a graph, and percentage of test suite run on

he x-axis [5,6,15]. A higher APFD score indicates higher rate of fault

etection.

To illustrate this measure, consider an example program with 10

aults and a test suite of five test cases, A through E, with fault de-

ecting abilities, as shown in Fig. 4. Suppose we order the test cases

s C-E-B-A-D. After executing test case C, we have uncovered 70% of

he faults while utilizing only 20% of the test cases. Next, when test

ase E is run we have uncovered 100% of the faults while executing

nly 40% of the test cases. In contrast, if we order the test cases as E-

-B-A-D, after running test case E we uncover 30% of the faults. Next,

fter running test case C we uncover 100% of the faults. The area in-

ide the rectangles represents the weighted percentage of faults de-

ected over the fraction of the test suite executed. The solid lines rep-

esent the gain in detecting the percentage of faults. The area under

he curve represents the weighted average percentage of faults de-

ected (APFD). A higher APFD score indicates higher rate of fault de-

ection. Thus, in this case ordering test cases as C-E-B-A-D yields a

etter APFD score of 84% than ordering test cases as E-C-B-A-D that

ields an APFD score of 76%.

.3. Experimental setup and procedure

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup for PORT 2.0

cheme. We use an enterprise level application to validate effective-

ess of the prioritization scheme. Our dataset consists of require-

ents categories such that each requirements category maps to the

ssociated set of test cases, the test cases that uncovered defects for

ach requirements category, and the number of reported field failures
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Fig. 4. APFD example (Rothermel et al.).

Table 1

Experımental data set.

Requirements categories Test cases Defect ratio FP CP FP + CP RL RIBC RIFP REBC REFP

A 302 0.19 5 5 5.00 0.169 5 0.427 0.84263 0.07196

B 79 0.27 2 3 2.70 0.044 3 0.067 0.13225 0.00297

C 56 0 0 2 1.40 0.031 2 0.005 0.06250 0.00016

D 128 0 2 5 4.10 0.071 5 0.090 0.35714 0.00642

E 30 0 1 4 3.10 0.017 4 0.034 0.06696 0.00056

F 191 0.16 3 5 4.40 0.107 5 0.180 0.53292 0.01916

G 22 0 1 3 2.40 0.012 3 0.045 0.03683 0.00055

H 13 0 1 3 2.40 0.007 3 0.022 0.02176 0.00016

I 246 0.01 1 2 1.70 0.137 2 0.034 0.27455 0.00463

J 45 0 2 4 3.40 0.025 4 0.067 0.10045 0.00169

K 185 0 1 3 2.40 0.103 3 0.011 0.30971 0.00116

L 49 0 0 0 0.00 0.027 1 0.005 0.02734 0.00014

M 50 0.32 0 2 1.40 0.028 2 0.005 0.05580 0.00014

N 33 0.12 1 4 3.10 0.018 4 0.011 0.07366 0.00021

O 363 0.02 1 4 3.10 0.203 4 0.011 0.81027 0.00228

Average 1.4 3.27

Weight 0.3 0.7
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nd the customer priority for each requirements category. Given the

ranularity of each individual requirement we combine similar re-

uirements into a single category. For example, we consider a broad

equirement as ‘import file’ and many sub requirements like ‘import

oc file’, or ‘import pdf file’ are classified into one requirements cat-

gory ‘import file’. Due to legal and proprietary reasons we utilize a

ode name A to O for each requirements category. In this study, we

valuated 15 broad requirements categories and analyzed over 100

efects that arose from system black box test cases. However, due to

egal reasons, we have not provided the actual number of defects, but

rovided a defect ratio. Table 1 illustrates the dataset utilized in this

tudy. Each column in the table is defined as follows:
(1) Requirements categories: Broad categories that are used to

combine similar requirements together.

(2) Test cases: The total number of test cases associated with the

particular requirements category.

(3) Defect ratio: The proportion of test cases in that requirements

category that uncovered defects. For example, nearly 20% (or

60) of the test cases in requirements category A uncovered

defects.

(4) Fault proneness (FP): The propensity for failure based on the

number of field failures for the requirements category. A lower

number is indicative of fewer failures in the field. The FP score

is computed based on the number of field failures. First, for
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each requirements category we divide the reported field fail-

ures by the total number of field failures. As an example, sup-

pose requirements category A had 5 reported failures and the

project had a total of 50 reported failures. The ratio for category

A is then 0.1. Next, all the field failure values are normalized to

a scale of 0–5 to create the FP score, a value 0 is assigned to

categories with no field failures.

(5) Customer priority (CP): The priority of each requirements cat-

egory as perceived by the customer. A higher number indi-

cates the requirements category was most important to the

customer. Table 1 below shows the CP for each of the require-

ments category. The value was provided by the customer fac-

ing team for each of the category based on their assessment of

‘impact of the set of requirements to customer usage and satis-

faction’. It is a qualitative assessment based on the perception

of the customer facing team.

(6) Combined FP + CP: An additive effect of FP and CP score. For

each requirements category, the FP score is multiplied by the

FP weight. The FP weight is computed as follows. First, we find

the average of all FP values. In this case, the average of all FP

values is 1.4. Next, we find the average of all CP values. In this

case the average of all CP values is 3.27. Finally, we compute

the FP weight by dividing the FP average score by the sum of

the FP and CP average scores. Thus, we would divide the FP

average (1.4) by the sum of the FP and CP average (1.4 + 3.27 =
4.67) to obtain an FP weight of 0.3. The same methodology is

applied for the CP weight calculation. We generate the final FP

+ CP score as follows. We take the raw FP score and multiply by

the FP weight and add it to the raw CP score multiplied by the

CP weight. Thus, for category A we multiply its FP score (5) by

the FP weight (0.3) and add it to its CP score (5) multiplied by

the CP weight (0.7) to get a final FP + CP score of 5.00.

(7) Risk likelihood (RL): The probability of fault occurrence in a re-

quirements category. RL is estimated using the number of test

cases in requirements categories as explained in Section 2.2.2.

(8) Risk impact (RIBC): The impact or loss if faults occur in a re-

quirements category. This approach uses the customer priority

data to estimate the risk impact as described in Section 2.2.2.

(9) Risk impact (RIFP): The risk impact estimated by means of field

failures data.

(10) Risk exposure (RE): The quantitative measurement of risks re-

sides in a requirements category. The multiplication of RL and

RI of a particular requirements category produces the RE of the

category as shown in Eq. (2) in Section 2.2.2. The tenth col-

umn contains the business-criticality based, risk exposure val-

ues (REBC) of each requirements category.

(11) Risk exposure (REFP): The fault proneness based, risk exposure

value of a requirements category.

Table 1 presents the different requirements categories, the total

number of test cases of each category, the defect ratio, FP, CP, FP + CP,

RL, RIBC, RIFP, REBC, and REFP. For example, for requirements category

A, we have 302 test cases, the defect ratio is 0.19, the FP score is 5,

the CP score is also 5, the combined FP + CP score is 5.00, the RL is

0.169, the RIBC is 5, the RIFP is 0.427, the REBC is 0.84263 and the REFP

is 0.07196.

PORT and risk-based approaches require two different experimen-

tal setups. The following two Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 explain the ex-

perimental setup for each of the approaches in detail.

3.3.1. PORT experimental setup

In this section, we discuss the steps taken to setup our experiment

for PORT:

• Create 30 random orderings of the test suites (Tran), and compute

the average percentage of faults detected (APFD) [Section 3.2.2]

score for each random ordering. In our study, we found that a
given fault mapped to one test case. For each requirements cat-

egory, we order the faults to the respective test cases in that cat-

egory. Next, the entire set of 1792 test cases is randomly ordered

30 times to create the 30 unique randomly ordered test sets. Fi-

nally, the APFD score is computed by utilizing the APFD formula

for each of the 30 random orderings.

• Prioritize test cases based on their CP scores (Tp-cp). The CP val-

ues are provided for each requirements category by the customer

facing teams, based on the perceived impact of the requirement to

customer usage and satisfaction. The test cases are then ordered

such that test cases with higher CP values are executed first. In

cases where more than one requirements category had the same

CP value, we applied random ordering. We computed APFD value

for the test suite ordering that was prioritized using CP.

• Prioritize test cases based on their FP scores (Tp-fp). FP is com-

puted based on the number of reported field failures. The number

of field failures for each requirements category is divided by the

total number of field failures. For example, suppose we have 50

total field failures and 5 of those failures were associated with re-

quirements category A. The field failure ratio for category A would

be 0.1. Next, the ratios are normalized on a scale of 0–5. Require-

ments with no field failures are assigned a category of 0. Due to le-

gal reasons the exact number of field failures cannot be reported.

The test cases will be ordered and run such that test cases associ-

ated with higher FP values are run first. The APFD value was com-

puted for the test suite ordering that applied FP to prioritize test

cases.

• Prioritize test cases based on the combined effect of FP and CP

(Tp-fp-cp). We first find the average of all CP scores, in this in-

stance 3.27, and all FP scores, in this instance 1.4 as shown in

Table 1. Next, we divide the average CP score by the sum of the

average CP and FP score to obtain a weight of 0.7. Similarly, for FP

we obtain a weighted score of 0.3. Finally, we compute a combined

FP and CP score by multiplying each factor score by its weight and

adding them.

.3.2. Risk-based prioritization experimental setup

In the risk-based prioritization approach, risks exist in the require-

ents categories of the system are estimated using two factors (risk

ikelihood and risk impact) as explained in Section 2.2.2. The sev-

nth column of Table 1 shows the risk likelihood values of all require-

ents categories. In our experiment, resultant risk likelihood values

ange from 0.007 to 0.203. Risk impact is estimated using two differ-

nt approaches: business-criticality value-based and fault proneness-

ased. The eighth column of Table 1 shows the business-criticality

ased risk impact (RIBC) values of all requirements categories. The

inth column of the table shows RIFP values of all requirement cate-

ories. The resultant risk impact values range from 0.005 to 0.427.

After completing the estimations of RL and RIs, risk exposure (RE)

alues for each requirements category are calculated by multiplying

L of a category by its RI using Eq. (1) explained in Section 2.2.2.

he tenth column of Table 1 shows the business-criticality based risk

xposure values (REBC) and the last column shows the fault prone-

ess based, risk exposure values (REFP) of all requirements categories.

n this experiment, the risk exposure values of business-criticality

ased approach (REBC) range from 0.02176 to 0.84263 whereas fault

roneness based, risk exposure (REFP) values range from 0.00014 to

.07196.

Requirements categories are prioritized based on the RE value ob-

ained by each category. Two separate prioritized test suites, Tr-bc

nd Tr-fc that are based on REBC and REFP, respectively, are prepared

or execution. The test cases associated with requirements categories

ith higher RE values are executed first. If more than one category

ad the same RE value, then the test cases are prioritized randomly.

he APFD values are computed for both risk-based prioritized test

uites.
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Table 2

Test case prioritization results.

Average of 30 random samples (Tran) PORT Risk-based

(Tp-cp) (Tp-fp) (Tp-fp-cp) (Tr-bc) (Tr-fp)

APFD values 51 69 80 72 71 77
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.4. Threats to validity

.4.1. Construct validity

The customer priority was quantified by the customer facing

eams that comprise of sales team members, product managers, and

roduct specialists. Based on the experience of the first author and

xperience in product teams for over ten years, the customer facing

eams have years of experience working in the field and are also tech-

ical experts; therefore their analysis is mostly quantifiable. Although

e used quantified customer priority values, because these values

ere assigned by the customer facing teams, the results can be sub-

ective. Further, the risk-based prioritization approach used the num-

er of test cases to derive risk likelihood whereas the customer prior-

ty values were used to derive business-criticality based on risk im-

act (RIBC) values. The accuracy of deriving the risk likelihood and the

isk impact values from the aforementioned sources could slightly

ary from system to system. This threat can be reduced by utilizing

ifferent system information. For instance, the cost of functional fail-

res associated with requirements categories could be a good alter-

ative to derive the risk impact.

.4.2. Internal validity

We grouped requirements into 15 broad categories. More specific

ategorization can affect the outcome of prioritization techniques

sed in this study. Both the prioritization schemes require a few fac-

or values to be collected during test planning phase. It is our ob-

ervation that most enterprise applications that have been thru one

elease tend to have the very minimal customer data to assess end

ser quality.

.4.3. External validity

We used one large size industrial application (SaaS) for the exper-

ment. The data used in this study were obtained from a real world

oftware application, which is widely used by the customers around

he world. Therefore, similar results could be expected from other

oftware systems with similar domain [41,42]. However, our find-

ngs might not be applied to other application domains, and control

or this threat can be achieved only through additional studies with

ther types of industrial applications and open source applications

e.g., applications that can be obtained from open source software

osts, such as SourceForge).

. Data and analysis

In this section, we summarize the results of our study. We use

PFD, as discussed in Section 3.2.2 to measure the effectiveness of

he prioritization techniques. The results of our test case prioritiza-

ion techniques are shown in Table 2. The table shows that the av-

rage APFD value for 30 unique random orderings, and APFD val-

es for one test suite ordering using CP, FP, FP + CP, and risks infor-

ation. A higher APFD value indicates that the prioritization tech-

ique resulted in higher rate of fault detection. The results show that

he APFD value using PORT had the highest rate of fault detection

hen utilizing FP to prioritize the test suite. For example, a priori-

ized test suite using FP alone (Tp-fp) resulted in an APFD value of

0, likewise applying CP resulted in 69 whereas combination of FP +

P resulted in 72. Furthermore, the results show that the fault prone-

ess based, risk-based approach (Tr-fp) obtained an APFD value of 77,
hich is close to the highest APFD value (80) of the experiment, and

he business-criticality based, risk-based approach (Tr-bc) resulted in

n APFD value of 71, which is better than the random approach (Tran)

nd CP-based approach (Tp-cp). Compared to the control technique,

.e. random ordering (Tran), all heuristics performed better.

Now, we briefly discuss our results for each of our research ques-

ions and we discuss further implications of the results in Section 5.

RQ1: Can we improve the rate of fault detection by ordering test

cases based on CP?

Table 2 shows that the use of customer priority (CP) can improve

he effectiveness of test case prioritization compared to the control

echnique (Tran). The APFD value for CP-based approach (Tp-cp) was

8 points higher than the random approach (Tran).

RQ2: Can we improve the rate of fault detection by ordering test

cases based on FP?

Table 2 shows that the rate of fault detection by prioritizing test

ases using FP alone (Tp-fp) resulted in the highest APFD value (80).

RQ3: Is there a correlation between the two factors CP and FP? Can

the project teams employ only one of the factors and obtain

test effectiveness?

Prioritizing test cases using both FP and CP (Tp-fp-cp) resulted in

n APFD score of 72, which is slightly better than the CP-based ap-

roach (Tp-cp). We also investigated whether these two factors has

correlation. As shown in Fig. 5, we found that a strong positive cor-

elation (0.7) exists between CP and FP. Thus, the testing team can

btain effectiveness over random approach by prioritizing using ei-

her CP or FP based on the time and effort the practitioners have to

nvest toward applying the techniques.

RQ4: Is a risk-based approach better to improving rate of fault de-

tection and how does it compare with PORT?

Table 2 shows that the risk-based approach that used business-

riticality data can perform better than the random approach and

P-based approach. The APFD value for business-criticality based,

isk-based approach (Tr-bc) was 20 and 2 points higher than the

andom approach (Tran) and CP-based approaches, respectively. The

ault proneness based, risk-based approach (Tr-fp) obtained an APFD

alue of 77, which is close to the highest fault detection rate of the

xperiment (80).

. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the empirical results of two

equirements-based test case prioritization approaches: PORT 2.0

nd risk-based prioritization. We applied these techniques to an en-

erprise level cloud application that has customers around the world.

ur results indicate that the CP-based approach (Tp-cp) was better

han the random approach (Tran) and its improvements over the ran-

om approach (Tran) was 35.3%. The combination of CP and FP (Tp-

p-cp) produced the third best result and its improvement over the

andom (Tran), the CP-based (Tp-cp) and the business-criticality, risk-

ased (Tr-bc) approaches were 41.2%, 4.3%, and 1.4%, respectively. The

P-based prioritization technique (Tp-fp) produced the best result
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Fig. 5. Correlation between CP and FP.
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over all other heuristics and its improvement over Tran, Tp-cp, Tp-

fp-cp, Tr-bc, and Tr-fp are 56.9%, 15.9%, 11.1%, 12.7%, and 1.3%, respec-

tively. All heuristics outperformed the Tran prioritization, which is

the prevalent approach applied by practitioners in the industry.

The results also show that for applications that have already been

released (post version 1.0) where practitioners have field data, it is

recommended that they use FP to prioritize test cases for execution.

However, for products that are being released for the first time (i.e., v

1.0), where the software teams lack field data, it is still beneficial to

use CP as a factor to prioritize test cases because CP shows a higher

rate of fault detection in comparison to random prioritization. Both

these factors enable the teams to understand customer usage scenar-

ios and allow the teams to prioritize test cases based on customer

usage. Also both factors are easy to collect and implement which, we

believe, is one of the additional benefits of PORT 2.0 scheme in that

it allows for easy implementation of the scheme. PORT 2.0 can be

applied to any application domain using FP data (quantitative field

failure data) or CP that will require domain knowledge and can be

subjective in nature. PORT application would require few days’ effort

by a QA manager. To gain acceptance of the technique, it is critical to

identify a technique that can be easily applied by practitioners. We

believe, based on our experience in the industry, that PORT 2.0 is an

easy to apply scheme that requires minimum effort by practitioners

and yet allows the teams to achieve test efficiency.

Similar to PORT approaches, both risk-based approaches outper-

formed the random approach (Tran). Their improvement rates over

the Tran were 39.2% (Tr-bc) and 51.0% (Tr-fp). When we compared

risk-based approaches to PORT approaches, we can see that the fault

proneness risk-based approach (Tr-fp) produced better results than

the approach used CP alone (Tp-cp) and the Tp-fp-cp approach (the

improvement rates were 11.6%, and 6.9%, respectively), but we also

observed that the fault proneness risk-based approach (Tr-fp) did

not produce better results than the FP approach (Tp-fp). Further, the

business-criticality based risk-based approach (Tr-bc) outperformed

the CP-based (Tp-cp) approach (the improvement rate was 2.9%).

These results are somewhat surprising because we expected that the

use of risk information would improve the effectiveness of test case
rioritization compared to all other types of heuristics as we ob-

erved from our previous study [19]. We speculate that our assump-

ion about fault costs affected this outcome. While we utilized risk

actors to identify more important test cases for test prioritization in

his study, we evaluated the prioritized tests under the assumption

hat fault costs are all the same because the information regarding

ault severity was not available in this study. However, if such data is

vailable, we might have obtained different findings; in our previous

tudy [19], we learned that the risk-based approach indeed helped

nd more severe faults earlier. Such claim, however, should be fur-

her investigated through future studies.

By examining our results, we can say that when the practition-

rs have scheduling issues, they can use Tp-cp, Tp-fp or Tp-fp-cp ap-

roaches rather than using the risk-based approaches that need more

ime and effort. Also, because risk-based approaches are quantitative

n nature and do not require much domain expertise and experiences,

hen such qualitative information is not available, risk-based ap-

roaches would be a viable choice. Further, if risk-based approaches

an detect more severe faults earlier, mission or safety critical sys-

ems could gain some benefits from these approaches.

With the constant need to improve time to market, practition-

rs are in need to find easy to use regression testing technique that

oes not require teams to have advanced statistical or mathemati-

al skills, or require a lot of implementation effort. TCP techniques

hat involve minimal effort for setup are likely to gain acceptance and

doption with the software test teams. We believe that the proposed

echniques are easy to apply for practitioners to gain effectiveness.

n software industry, it may take several days to complete regression

esting activities. Our results showed that the proposed approaches

an find faults early and reduce the regression testing process’s time

f a large application with over a million lines of code. Therefore, this

ime saving will lead to save significant amount of money in partic-

lar, for companies who develop large software systems. In this re-

earch, we only consider regular system faults. However, if we con-

ider the severity of faults, our approaches could be much more cost-

ffective because finding and fixing sever faults is more expensive

han ordinary faults. Therefore, by adopting our approaches in large
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nd critical systems such as medical diagnosis systems, more faults

an be detected early and significantly improve the quality of such

pplications and also the saving of the dollar amount would be much

igher.

. Background and related work

.1. Coverage-based TCP techniques

Test case prioritization involves ordering of test cases to achieve

predefined goal like rate of fault detection. The current techniques

re primarily coverage based. Coverage-based TCP techniques involve

anking of test cases by using the number of statements execute by

he test case such that the test case covering the maximum number

f statements would be executed first [5,15]. For branch and function

overage techniques, tests are prioritized using program branches or

rogram functions covered, respectively.

To date, many researchers have proposed and studied various

overage-based TCP techniques, and numerous empirical studies

howed that prioritization techniques that use coverage information

an improve the effectiveness of test case prioritization [5,15,32,33].

recent survey conducted by Yoo and Harman [34] provides a com-

rehensive overview of test case prioritization techniques.

.2. Operational profile based TCP

Musa argued that introducing the operational usage in prioritiz-

ng test cases would enable more effective testing [16,17]. In this ap-

roach the operational profile is first estimated by collecting data

rom testers, system engineers, architects, and customers. Once the

perational profile has been generated the test cases are written and

llocated in a manner such that the most used operations have the

ost number of test cases. However, despite the benefits of opera-

ional profile driven testing as shown in AT&T, International definity

nd other industrial projects, many argue that creating and maintain-

ng the operational profile is too resource intensive and seek non-

perational profile driven techniques [18].

.3. Prior work on requirements-based prioritization [PORT 1.0]

Delivering high quality software on time and making the cus-

omers happy depend on several key factors such as early detection

f faults in a software system. In this regard, the inevitable associ-

tion between requirement engineering and testing significantly af-

ects the success and the high quality of the software of interest. In

he literature, numerous techniques have been proposed to improve

he testing process in collaboration with requirement engineering.

armiento et al. [35] developed a tool that generates test cases us-

ng software requirements specification that is written in natural lan-

uage and reduces the time and effort of testing process. Granda et al.

36] proposed an approach that automatically generates abstract test

ases from requirements models with an intention to reduce the risk

f defects cost effectively in software systems. These requirements-

ased testing approaches demonstrate that the use of software re-

uirements can improve software quality and testing process by de-

ecting defects early and by reducing testing effort.

Similar to these approaches, our prior work [12–14] also utilized

equirements information so that we can improve the effectiveness

f test case prioritization techniques. We introduced four factors for

est case prioritization and found that CP was the biggest contributor

f improved rate of fault detection. In this paper, we further investi-

ate the effectiveness of CP and compare that with FP. Both CP and

P assess the importance of a requirement based on field usage. CP

s a value that is provided for each requirement by the customer fac-

ng team, and can be subjective in nature. FP, however, is based on

he number of failures reported by customers for a requirement and
epresents a quantitative assessment of field quality and usage. In our

arlier research, we observed that CP was the biggest contributor to

mproving the rate of fault detection [14]. In this paper, our extension

f PORT includes analyzing CP and FP toward improving the rate of

ault detection and identifying if there is a correlation between these

wo factors such that practitioners can apply one or the other and ob-

ain test effectiveness. The two factors can be collected during the de-

ign phase (customer priority) or after the product has been released

fault proneness).

.4. Prior work on risk-based prioritization

As explained earlier, the majority of test case prioritization tech-

iques have utilized source code information, but recently other

ypes of software artifacts have been considered, such as software

equirements and design documents. For example, Krishnamoorthi

nd Mary [28] proposed a cost effective technique to prioritize sys-

em level test cases based on software requirements related factors to

mprove the rate of severe fault detection at the early stage of testing

ife cycle. Srikanth et al. [13] presented a system-level prioritization

echnique by using system requirements and fault proneness.

Along with the use of software requirements, other researchers

ave used risk information to prioritize test cases so that they can

un tests that exercise risky areas as early as possible. Stallbaum et al.

29] generated test cases using activity diagrams and prioritized tests

ased on risks associated with faults. Felderer and Schieferdecker [37]

resented a framework that organizes and categorizes the risk-based

esting to aid the adoption of appropriate risk-based approaches ac-

ording to the circumstances. Erdogan et al. [38] conducted a system-

tic literature review on the combined use of risk analysis and test-

ng. This survey identified, classified, and discussed the existing ap-

roaches in terms of several factors such as main goals and the ma-

urity levels of the approaches. Li et al. [39] proposed a value-based

oftware engineering framework to improve the software testing pro-

ess. Their proposed strategy prioritizes the new features by consid-

ring several factors such as business importance and quality risks.

he quality risks of their study are estimated through several risk

actors such as personnel proficiency, size, and design quality of the

ew features, and the results showed that their approach can help

andle the testing process effectively and efficiently while increasing

he customer satisfaction. Yoon et al. [30] extracted risk information

rom requirements, identified relationships between risks and tests,

nd then prioritized tests by the risk severity. Stallbaum and Met-

ger [40] introduced a new automated risk assessment approach us-

ng requirements metrics and illustrated the benefit of the approach

n risk-based and requirements-based testing.

These existing risk-based testing approaches demonstrate that the

se of risks in the software systems can help find critical functional

efects that may cause severe security or safety critical defects. While

hese exiting approaches provide a good understanding of the im-

ortance of the use of risk information during testing, the risk in-

ormation utilized by the majority of existing approaches is quali-

ative, which can lead to subjective evaluations of the approaches.

n our approach, unlike the risk analysis of existing risk-based test

ase prioritization approaches, we use quantitative data (except for

usiness-criticality) extracted from the system artifacts that are as-

ociated with requirements to estimate risks reside in requirements

ategories. Customer priority (CP) data corresponds to the business-

riticality and the quantitative assessment of CP is based on the per-

eption of the customer facing team. At the testing phase, all data

eed to perform the risk analysis are available for the testing team

o execute the risk-based test case prioritization without perform-

ng any additional and heavily subjective risk estimation methods.

herefore, the testing team can obtain a prioritized test suite almost

ffortlessly within a very short time period and also with a limited

udget.
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7. Conclusions

Our earlier work on PORT 1.0 focused on requirements-based pri-

oritization, and we demonstrated improved test effectiveness on four

industrial systems. In this paper, we extended our PORT approach

from PORT 1.0 to PORT 2.0, and replicated our prior study to present

PORT 2.0 that only uses two factors, FP and CP to prioritize test cases.

The proposed approach produced promising results and several

findings. Our results indicate that both factors in isolation and in con-

junction provide a more effective test case prioritization scheme than

a random approach. Our results also show that FP produces the high-

est rate of fault detection. When we used both CP and FP for test

prioritization, the result was better than the prioritization with CP

alone. We also observed that there is a strong correlation between

CP and FP, which means that practitioners can employ either CP or

FP to improve testing effectiveness. In addition to investigating the

use of these two factors (CP and FP), we presented a risk-based pri-

oritization that is a system-level approach. Our results show that the

proposed risk-based approaches produced better results over random

approach, which is prevalent in the industry and also performed bet-

ter than the CP approach of PORT 2.0.

In this study, we validated PORT 2.0 with an enterprise cloud ap-

plication that has been in use by end users across the globe for many

years. While PORT 1.0 was validated in a more hardware centric do-

main, PORT 2.0 has been applied toward analytics solutions used by

marketing industry. Our approaches have been evaluated using one

industrial project, thus our findings might not be applied to other

applications. While we empirically evaluated a variation of the risk-

based approach using open source, mid-size health record system in

our previous work [19], to address this limitation further, we plan to

evaluate our approaches considering additional application domains

as we discussed in Section 3.4.

We believe that practitioners can effectively improve test case pri-

oritization by applying the risk-based approaches and the investment

in applying the scheme is considerably low. It has been our observa-

tion that for any scheme to gain acceptance, it needs to be applied by

practitioners with minimal effort and without advanced mathemat-

ics or statistics, while achieving effective results. It is our experience

during validation of PORT 1.0 and now with PORT 2.0 that practition-

ers needed to spend very limited effort to apply this scheme in test

planning phase. Further, practitioners did not require additional skills

to apply this scheme.

We extended the current coverage-based approaches to demon-

strate effectiveness with a requirements-based scheme. This paper

takes the prior work further to demonstrate that risk-based ap-

proaches can be effective with non-coverage based prioritization

schemes. This study was validated on one enterprise level industrial

SaaS application, with several million lines of code, with real cus-

tomers around the globe using this product every day. We plan to

continue this on other applications on different domains, in our fu-

ture work. Our future work will also address sensitivity analysis on

risk-based approach to assess the effectiveness of test case prioriti-

zation with test case coverage and other non-coverage approaches.

One of the limitations of our approaches is that it considers all faults

to be equally severe as customer faults tend to be tracked as more

severe when compared with in-house (test team) defects. In our fu-

ture work, we will investigate the effectiveness of the proposed tech-

niques in terms of early detection of severe faults.
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